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ABSTRACT

The transformation of objects in computer
graphics is very closely related to the factor of
scale and rotation. Both are often a challenge in
the introduction of objects through numerical
features in digital images. Feature processing
techniques that can overcome these problems
such as Distance - Angle signature that is
invariant to the scale and rotation factor. From
the results of experiments conducted on 5 types
of geometric shape images which amounted to
15 data with scale and rotation factors obtained
the results that the Angle Signature can be
applied well on all data. Inequality in the
signature plot images obtained is due to the
lighting conditions and background objects that
are not uniform, which occurs in the image of a
circle for all three types.
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1. Introduction
In computer graphics some general concepts of object transformation that are very often used
include scale and rotation factors[1]. The transformation process is usually associated with 2-
dimensional objects on a flat plane in the form of digital images. To be able to identify an
object in the image, it is necessary to do a general processing process in the form of
segregation and feature extraction[2]. Numerical features become very important because
they can be used as an identifier that distinguishes one object from another[3]. The process of
identifying objects through numerical features on the transformation process in the form of
scale and rotation greatly influences the recognition results of an image [4]. In addition,
mismatches of features extracted by the treatment of objects can cause recognition errors.

One feature processing technique that can prevent these errors is the Distance - Angle
signature. The signature feature can distinguish well from object shapes applying the
difference value and shape number to the origin signature of the object being tested by
normalizing and equating the same range of values for the amplitude functions [5]. This
research measures several geometric objects in 3 forms, including transformation factors that
can affect the object identification process. The expected result is a graphical display that
becomes an identifier for the use of the distance-angle signature feature that is invariant to the
scale and rotation factor in 2-dimensional object images.
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2. Research Method
This research was carried out in stages until the signature plot was formed from numbers of
feature points extracted. The stages in the form of the method applied can be seen in Figure
1.

Figure 1. Research method

2.1. Data Acquisition
This initial stage is done by taking an object image from several shapes of flat shape. Objects
are captured using an 8 mega pixel resolution digital camera with varying lighting conditions,
background colors, and color objects. The shapes of the flat shapes acquired are square,
rectangular, triangular, circular and elliptical. The five acquired objects consist of 3 types of
shapes, including normal shapes, scaled (reduced) shapes, and rotated shapes. Before
entering the next stage, all image data is resized to be smaller to improve processing and
ease computing.

2.2. Boundary Extraction
The next step is to extract the boundary edges of the object. The extraction process involves
several activities whose stages are shown in Figure 2.

Figure2. Boundary Extraction Process
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The input image processed is 336x448 pixels. The input image is then subjected to a
thresholding process that converts the input image into a binary format (black and white
image)[6]. The image of the thresholding process output is subject to a morphological
operation process if the process output does not match the expected results, for example it
includes non-object parts due to noise and shadows in the object image. Morphological
operations performed are erosion and dilation of objects in binary images. The final process of
this stage is the boundary tracing stage with the edge output of an object with a size of 1 pixel
in white with a black background image output.

2.3. Feature Extraction
Feature extraction with Distance Angle Signature is based on external boundaries and
corespondingr( signatures[7]. This feature rating is based on a 360 degrees angle.
Representation of angle signature features are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Distance-Angle Signature

The binary image created in the form of an edge object is searched for the centroid value first.
Centroid value is obtained by finding rounding of the sum of the pixel coordinate values of the
bed based on x which is then divided by the boundary (edge) to get the centroid coordinates
x0 and looking for rounding from the sum of the pixel coordinate frame divided by the limit
used to get the centroid coordinates y0.

The distance value is calculated from the difference between the object's boundary distance to
the centroid coordinates. The greater the distance between the centroid and the boundary of
the object, the greater the distance value. The distance value is calculated by the Rho function
for each Theta object[7]. Theta value used in this experiment is 15 degrees, so that the total
angular distance of the signature changes to 24 variables which at the same time represent an
angle of 1 full rotation of an object.

2.4. Feature Normalization
Feature normalization process aims to eliminate the range of values that are too far between
the value of features of an object and reduce computation. Normalization technique used in
this study is min-max normalization because it has minimum misclassification error[8].The
image that has been taken by the signature feature needs to be normalized because each
object must be different from the object in the image that is used as a reference, resulting in
the signature plot will be different even though the objects in the image are the same. To say
there is a scaling on the object, it is necessary to normalize, namely the min-max value of the
distance (r) with the formula (1).

(1)
Distance normalization values will be in the range 0 to 1[2]. While to overcome the rotation, it
is necessary to find the starting point value with the lowest r norm value, or it can be written
with the formula (2).

(2)
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2.5. Signature Plot
This stage displays the image of the results of the features that have been normalized to form
graphical x and y axis. The value of the feature will be retouched to obtain a new signature
value that is uniform in terms of the starting point and by not changing the amplitude of the
signature origin image. The result value of the new signature will then be extracted as a
feature of the image object in the form of a row of representation values of the object
represented by its amplitude point. The y-axis represents scale, while the x-axis represents the
number of extraction points, 24 of which represent each point and represent 15 degrees from
a total of 360 degrees.

3. Results and Analysis
The research method in the form of stages has gotten results in each phase. From numbers of
5 main stages that have been carried out, the results are described as 3 main stages, because
the process of data acquisition and edge extraction of objects is grouped into a single unit.

3.1. Data Acquisition and Boundary Extraction
Geometric object image data collected consists of 5 shapes, including triangles, squares,
rectangles, circles and ellipses. Each object consists of 3 types of capture, including normal
objects, scaling objects, and rotational effects objects. Boundary image is the edge of the
object image from the results of thresholding and morphological operations in the form of a
border of each object. These margins will be numeric features which will be processed at the
feature extraction stage. The results of data acquisition and triangle object boundary can be
seen in Table 1, the results of the acquisition and boundary of triangle, square, rectangular,
circle and ellipse objects can be selected respectively in Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, Table 4,
and Table 5.

Table 1. Results of triangleobjects Table 2. Results of rectangle objects
Image
Name Acquisition Image Boundary Image Image

Name Acquisition Image Boundary Image

Triangle
(1).jpg

Rectangle
(1).jpg

Triangle
(2).jpg

Rectangle
(2).jpg

Triangle
(3).jpg

Rectangle
(3).jpg

Table 3. Results of square objects Table 4. Results of circle objects
Image
Name Acquisition Image Boundary Image Image

Name Acquisition Image Boundary Image

Square
(1).jpg

Circle
(1).jpg
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Image
Name Acquisition Image Boundary Image Image

Name Acquisition Image Boundary Image

Square
(2).jpg

Circle
(2).jpg

Square
(3).jpg

Circle
(3).jpg

Table 5. Result of ellipse objects
Image
Name Acquisition Image Boundary Image

Ellipse
(1).jpg

Ellipse
(2).jpg

Ellipse
(3).jpg

3.2. Feature Extraction and Normalization
This stage takes the signature value followed by a normalization process that shortens the range
of features. The normalization process is done first looking for the value of the edge coordinates
of the difference values of the edge of the object in accordance with the smallest to largest value
on a scale of 0 to 1. Each object image produces 24 feature points as their respective identifiers.
Some features are point amplitude signatures of theta value of 15 degrees per point. The results
of the normalized features of 15 objects can be seen in Table 6.

Table6. Results of the normalized features

Object Name Normalized feature
of normal form

Normalized feature
of scale form

Normalized feature
of rotational form
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Object Name Normalized feature
of normal form

Normalized feature
of scale form

Normalized feature
of rotational form

Rectangle

Square

Triangle
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Object Name Normalized feature
of normal form

Normalized feature
of scale form

Normalized feature
of rotational form

Circle

Ellipse

3.3. Signature Plot
The normalized features of the 15 objects that have been obtained are then plotted into signature
images that characterize each object. The plot image is the result of the features displayed on the
x-axis expressing the number of feature points, while the y-axis represents the scale of the
features from 0 to 1. The signature results of 15 images from 5 types of objects can be seen in
Table 7.Row (1) in the table shows the normal form, row (2) shows the scaled form, while row (3)
shows the rotational form.

Table 7. Signature plot of each object
No. Triangle Square Rectangle Circle Ellipse

(1)
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No. Triangle Square Rectangle Circle Ellipse

(2)

(3)

4. Conclusion
Experiments have been carried out for 15 types of objects from each of 3 types of objects,
namely rectangular, square, triangle, circle and ellipse. The signature plot obtained from each
object shows that the signature shape on the triangular, square, ellipse, and rectangular objects
looks similar to the four image shapes. As with the shape on the circle object that looks a little
different. The difference occurs because of differences in the results of segmentation and
morphological operations that have been carried out. The segmented circle object has a different
lighting and background color to other objects so that it affects the signature results of each type
of shape. In addition, the plot obtained shows that the value and shape of the signature does not
have much effect on the scaling, but not on the rotated form, because it shows a slightly different
signature form compared to the normal form and the scaling form. The reshaped plot image also
shows that the angle-signature feature of an object can be used as an identifier to describe the
shape of the object through the axis of the cartesian coordinates in a 2-dimensional image.
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